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The guide will take you to the Nature Reserves
surrounding the town of Lysekil. Here you can
enjoy the landscape, the silence or perhaps
practice mindfulness, relaxed in a stable kayak.
Sometimes a curious seal will follow our tracks observing us as we paddle.

FISHERMEN AND FRIENDS
KAYAK TOUR

FISKAREN

The guide will tell you about the local history
and wildlife during the tour. And during a short
break on some distant isle you will be able to
stretch your legs and have some hot soup.

10.00 SAT

OCTOBER-APRIL

LYSEKIL – participants will receive info on exact starting point, on the day before departure







Recommended for
What’s included
Requirement
Duration
Capacity
Price

Anyone - Adults, age 16 and older
Guide, outdoor meal, seat in a shared K2 kayak, drysuit
Regular health, able to swim 200 meters
4 hours
14 seats per departure
SEK 1.095

What to bring: Headgear, reinforcement garments and gloves for the break, sunglasses, drink

Good to know
Fish soup with salmon, cod and blue mussels included.
Alternative: Broccoli soup. Please inform us about any food allergies when booking the trip.
Valuables are brought on your own risk. At rendezvous, we start with safety instructions and
dressing. Then we launch the kayaks, and you will learn some basic paddling techniques before
we take off. Effective time paddling: 2,5 hours approximately, before and after the break.

Weather on the Swedish west coast can change quickly, and there is a chance that it will rain on the day of your day trip. Therefore,
we recommended that you follow our recommendations on what to wear and what to bring as this will make your day with us very
enjoyable – regardless of the weather. We will not cancel a day trip due to rain only. In case of harsh weather conditions, we will
contact booked guests to offer an alternative activity in the same price range or postpone the day trip departure. A substantial cost
goes in preparing for our day trips. Therefore, if a client wants to cancel due to rain or any other circumstance we will refund your
trip fees minus 30%.
We may cancel a kayak day trip due to unsafe paddling conditions; that is due to the strength and/or direction of the wind.

Outdoor West AB ‖ info@outdoorwest.se ‖ +46 760 407 419 (WI) ‖ + 46 702 158 273 (FL)

559031-9546 ‖ Office: Skottegatan 31 ‖ 453 33 Lysekil – by appointment only
Store/warehose: Norra Hamngatan 6, 453 31 Lysekil – by appointment only (limitied opening hours)
Web: outdoorwest.se Insta: Outdoor West Sweden Facebook: Outdoor West Sweden

